
District Camp
Ideas for District Camp

Big Ticket Activities Votes

Cavebus.co.uk

£500 staffed
£350 unstaffed

http://www.cavebus.co.uk/

1

https://andark.co.uk/diver-training/scubadiving/ 0

Someone mentioned Zorb Ball Activity?
When we had zorb balls in the past they were restricted to Beavers and
Cubs due to weight limits.

0

UK Space Agency Involvement 0

Zip Wire<div><br></div><div><br></div><div><br></div><div>Added:(for
all)</div><div><br></div>

0

http://highlineadventure.co.uk/activities/spider-mountain-hire 0

https://skywab.com/en/blog-uk/944-new-mobile-high-ropes-course-a-high-
ropes-course-can-now-be-brought-to-your-doorstep-the-only-o

0

https://hambleriver.wesuphq.com/ 0

https://www.dbentertainment.co.uk/category/exhibition-game-
hire/292/racing-car-simulator-hire?AspxAutoDetectCookieSupport=1

0

Inflatable laser tag (have emailed a few companies about price and area
waiting for response)

see JM entertainment they may do package deals

0

Earth ball (push ball) - note, note suitable for beavers/cubs? 0

https://www.jmentertainment.co.uk/category/trampoline-trailer-
hire/363/trampoline-trailer-hire?AspxAutoDetectCookieSupport=1

0

https://www.solentsegways.com/ 0

REMEMBER PACK|AGE DEALS 1 company may give discount for
multiple hire

0

Self Led Activities Votes

District Nerf Guns 0

Hunt the alien wide game style 0



Hungry Space Hippo's 0

laser quest by post which would be available for the whole weekend 0

Fire lighting/ shelter making 0

Bathtub racing 0

Pioneering spaceballs 0

Ultimate frisbee 0

Canoes on the Lake for Beavers Cubs and Scouts:
- 3 Sea Scout GSLs emailed
- 1st Park Gate can lend trailer + 2 canoes

0

Coracles for Explorers:
Discussion with Jack Douglas
Explorers to build and paddle their own coracles (perhaps on the Sunday
to have exclusive use of the lake)

0

Opening Ceremony Votes

Uniform like every scout camp 10

NO LONG SPEECHES make it active and engaging. 9

Drone or UFO Sighting - This could also be a weather balloon if the
drones become an issue

0

message from Tim Peake 0

Space themed fancy dress: Star Trek, Star Wars, MiB, Alien 0

Closing Ceremony Votes

Could the "Alien" be Revealed? 0

or more than one alien!!!! 0

Camp Fire Votes

Rocket launch using cake sparklers to light the fire (model rocket already
exists for this purpose

0

Mix of songs for all ages with "slightly ruder" ones later for Explorer and
Network only

0

Young People to have leading roles 0



Section song:
Beavers=
Cubs=Boomchikka
Scouts=Zombie
Explorers= elephant  song&nbsp;

0

Each group does a 5 min act of some sorts(space theme) 0

Explorers could run campfire singing for all 0

Other Votes

Build capacity not a queuing system 1

Check inclusivity but remember Balanced programme 1

Send a Weather Balloon Package to Space.

You can get a simple package and weather balloon which could be
"Launched into space" 

Then we could show footage from the launch?

1

Camp Permits those with a desk top renewal will have their informal chat.
NO NEW PERMITS at this camp

0

Raft Building Got Mentioned 0

Children's Puppet Show 0

Parachute Drops.

Not for people!

We used to do this for kids teddies from a kite but we do have a launch
tower.

0

Send the badges that they earn to the "Edge of Space" perhaps on the
weather balloon? it might also be possible to "Fake" that the badges have
been to space if we can't do a payload idea of some sort.
'

0

Escape room based on Space or the Martian.... 0

Participants could build a suitable lander from pioneering poles, oxygen
cylinders could be moved across dangerous chasms, Space boots
(wellies) could be flung across lakes of frozen methane (most popular
activity at several camps), Everything could be based on a red or sandy
theme......etc . Using remote controlled devices to undertake tasks like
soil samples etc The food could all be space rations packs too!!!!

0



could we arrange to send all the badges to the edge of space before the
camp or maybe one per Group...just a thought...

0

Star Gazing session one night, in a no torches area? Perhaps project
onto screen in a blackout tent rather than have queues?

0

IS UNIFORM REQUIRED? Old fashioned approach? 0


